






Help Us Keep Our 
Hyperlocal Reporting Alive!
By putting our community first in our work, we hope to give more than we take, and leave you, 
our audience members, with the information you need to drive change in your communities.

Dear Audience Member,

We've been able to attract wonderfully talented journalists and build a substantial newsroom thanks to two 
currents, one good, one bad. The good news is good reporters and editors want to do meaningful work in 
local news, digging into the issues that matter and strengthening the connective tissue that journalism can 
provide for our Matabeleland region. 

The bad news is that funding for good journalism is dwindling, and community-focused news outlets like 
us are finding it hard to remain afloat. The truth is that good reporting costs a lot of money. Producing The 
Bulletin, our digital newspaper, costs about USD1750 bi-weekly. We aim to continue with our reporting and 
as we prepare to take a break for the festive season, we want to ensure that we have enough resources to 
continue with our hard-hitting reporting in 2022. 

We believe our supporters like you and our community in general have the capacity to support the work 
with you. Most of you are already supporting our work through sharing our stories with those who need it, 
suggesting story tips, commenting on our stories or attending our events. For this, we are forever grateful. 
You can expand this gesture by supporting us financially. Supporting our reporting through cash donations 
means investing in a more informed and more civically engaged region of Matabeleland! 

By putting our community first in our work, we hope to give more than we take, and leave you, our audience 
members, with the information you need to create change in your communities. Are you ready to join 
The Citizen Bulletin CHAMPIONS who are ready to support our work to illuminate our local democracy? 
If you’re, DONATE now! The custodian of this appeal is Leocadia Sibanda, The Citizen Bulletin Finance 
and Business Development Officer, who will receive your donation on behalf of our organization. Please 
contact us via the details provided below if you need more information about this request. 

Donation information: 

Ecocash: (+263 7 84095545) - Leocadia Sibanda 
Mukuru/WorldRemit: Leocadia Sibanda. 

Yours in gratitude,

The Citizen Bulletin Team 
Email: info@thecitizenbulletin.com
WhatsApp: +263718636459 

O ver the past 18 months, The Citizen Bulletin has given you granular local coverage of the coronavirus 
pandemic, the state of public education and health across the greater region of Matabeleland, 

corruption in rural district councils, including Nkayi, and social and economic justice around coal mining 
in Hwange, and so much more. 

mailto:info%40thecitizenbulletin.com




Exodus 
Of Health 
Personnel 
Cripples 
Gwanda 
Hospital

by Amanda Ncube | @The_CBNews

several hours of waiting for the doctor, it 
was finally her time to be attended to.

    “
When I got to the doctor 
I was surprised to see a 
very young gentleman 
who appeared to be 

fresh from college. He 
examined my child, 
diagnosed her and 

prescribed a cream and 
some medicine for her. 
I bought these and used 
them for days but there 

were no changes.
Simelinkosi Ncube, Gwanda resident

   ”
She then went to a private clinic in Bulawayo 
where she was attended by a mature doctor 
who appeared to be more experienced in 
the field. Ncube says from a mere glance 
at her daughter’s feet the doctor reassured 
her that her child’s condition was a mild 
one that could be easily cured.

“The doctor prescribed some medicine 
and after giving it to my daughter for about 
a week the rash disappeared. I was born in 

W hen Simelinkosi Ncube (43) from 
Gwanda Town took her ill two-year-

old daughter to the Gwanda Provincial Hospital 
children’s section in July she was attended to by 
student nurses.

Gwanda and by extension Matabeleland 
South is losing experienced health personnel 
every month, for locals, the impact is being 
felt in the quality of care they are receiving. 

Her child had an itchy rash on her feet which had 
persisted for some time and she hoped that she 
would get a solution at a health facility. 

The nurses who were under training were the only 
health staff she found at the children’s section. 
They seemed perplexed by her daughter’s 
condition and could not diagnose the problem. 
They referred the baby to the hospital’s casualty 
ward to be attended by a doctor.

Upon being told to go and see a doctor Ncube’s 
hopes were raised as she thought her daughter 
would finally get the help she needed. After 



Gwanda and ever since I could remember as a 
child, my parents used to take me to the Gwanda 
Provincial Hospital. We knew that was where we 
could get the best health care and we didn’t have 
to go to another place,” says Ncube.

She is one of the residents from Gwanda who are 
now subject to poor health care service delivery 
because of the absence of experienced staff at 
the provincial health facility.

The Gwanda Provincial Hospital acting medical 
superintendent, Dr Mthandazo Mabhanga says 
the health institution should have 26 doctors 
and specialists but it has only 15 while out of 182 
required, 142 are available. He says the hospital has 
lost a number of experienced health personnel.

The country has lost a number 
of experienced personnel 
in the health sector to the 

diaspora. This has seen public 
health institutions rely on 

inexperienced personnel which 
has affected service delivery in 

the sector.

Freedom Nkomo (58) from Gwanda Town says 
he no longer has faith in public hospitals.

“Whenever I go to Gwanda Hospital I’m attended 
by student nurses or inexperienced nurses. 
Sometimes you can find the entire ward being 
manned by student nurses. Upon seeing what 
they will be doing one can immediately tell that 
they are learning and they don’t have much 
experience in what they will be doing.” 

“It seems that in order for one to get quality 
health care we have to go to private clinics and 
surgeries as that is where the experienced people 
are. We once knew that we could get the best 
care in public hospitals,” says Nkomo.

He believes that Government has to 
improve the conditions of service for 
health personnel soon in order to ensure 
that people have access to quality health 
care.

Nkomo says access to quality health care is 
a basic right of every human being. 

Sheilla Nare also from Gwanda says she 
cannot afford charges for private clinics 
and surgeries. She says she has no other 
option but to rely on public hospital 
facilities regardless of the poor service she 
gets there.

Matabeleland South Provincial Medical 
Director, Dr Rudo Chikodzore says every 
month each district in the province is 
losing about 10 registered general nurses 
who are leaving the country for greener 
pastures. She says this is severely affecting 
health service delivery.

Dr Chikodzore says the health staff are 
disgruntled over their poor working 
conditions. She says there is a need for 
incentives that can attract health staff to 
remain within the country.

“We are operating with an acute shortage 
of staff in all health care facilities in the 
province. For example, Manama Mission 
Hospital has been operating without 
a doctor for over a year. Every month 
each district loses about 10 registered 
general nurses who are migrating to other 
countries,” she says.



Gwayi-Shangani Dam, No 
Compensation In Sight For 
Lubimbi Villagers
As Finance minister Mthuli Ncube announced 
his 2022 budget in November Lubimbi villagers 
in Binga, Matabeleland North province were 
only worried about their compensation. 

mentioned a budget to cater for the relocation 
and compensation for the affected villagers 
when announcing his 2022 budget on November 
25.

He only allocated $535 million for the 
construction of the pipeline. Commentators say 
this is disturbing.

    “ 
It is disturbing that the 

government is not taking 
seriously the welfare 

of the people that are 

by Lizwe Sebata | @The_CBNews

A bout 502 families of Lubimbi will be 
relocated to pave way for the construction 

of the Gwayi-Shangani dam. The dam construction 
is expected to be completed in December 2022.

The Zimbabwe National Water Authority (Zinwa) and 
Chinese contractor, China International Water and 
Electric Corporation are involved in the construction 
of the giant structure.

The dam construction includes a 245-kilometre-long 
water pipeline from Gwayi-Shangani to Bulawayo, 
a situation that will see hundreds of families being 
affected and relocated. But the Treasury boss never 



likely to be affected by the 
pipeline.

Effie Ncube, a commentator 

  ”
“It (pipeline) is going to have a huge displacement 
effect on villagers downstream from the Zambezi River 
into Bulawayo. It is important that there are sufficient 
resources that are budgeted for the relocation of those 
villagers.”

Matabeleland North Provincial Affairs minister Richard 
Moyo insists that the villagers will be compensated and 
that the government will meet the cost of relocation.

But the Finance minister did not announce a budget for 
that.

In a passionate appeal to the government on 
September 12, Lubimbi villagers expressed worry 
over the governments’ silence of their relocation and 
compensation.

“The project will see the relocation of 502 families 
or households. Lubimbi 2 Primary School will be 
submerged in water, so will be the dip tank. About 60 
boreholes will be destroyed; roads and the Shangani 
Bridge will be destroyed as well as homes, latrines, 
cattle pens, arable land and grazing land,” the villagers 
said in a petition addressed to Moyo.

Upon completion, the pipeline will carry 160 000 
megalitres of water to Bulawayo daily.

In a statement on November 29, the Zimbabwe National 
Water Authority (ZINWA) said the project is proceeding 
as planned with the pipeline to Bulawayo and associated 
water treatment works expected to be functional before 
the end of 2022.

To speed up construction, a 24hour shift is now in place 
and the government has also contracted six contractors 
to lay the pipeline.

Ncube adds: “Of concern is that the government is not 
serious about its constitutional responsibility towards 
compensating the villagers that are likely to be affected by 
the laying of the pipeline.

“The constitution is very clear. It requires that for 
any action that is going to affect the people in a 
way, there must be adequate compensation for 
people. People must be assisted to relocate at the 
expense of the government.”

Gwayi-Shangani dam will have a holding capacity 
of 634 million cubic metres. The dam is part of 
the greater Matabeleland Zambezi Water Project 
(MZWP) that was identified in 1912 as a long-term 
solution to the perennial water challenges faced 
in Matabeleland North, South, and Bulawayo 
provinces.

In a position paper recently, 
the Matabeleland Institute 
for Human Rights (MIHR) 

said the planned relocations 
are inhumane and cause 

disruption of social, cultural 
and religious values and 

systems of Binga villagers 
among other human rights 

violations.

In its recommendations, the MIHR urges the 
government to fully adopt and adhere to the 
United Nations Basic Principles and Guidelines on 
Development-based Evictions and Displacement.

“The relevant Parliamentary Portfolio Committees 
should be mandated to visit the affected 
communities before and after relocations to 
ensure that appropriate policy and action measures 
are being taken to alleviate gross human rights 
violations,” the MIHR adds.

Ncube argues that the affected villagers must be the 
first to benefit from the dam construction as part 
of their compensation.

“They must also be the first ones to be considered 
for benefiting from the pipeline in terms of greening 
Matabeleland,” Ncube says.

“It is a local resource that must be owned by 
the local people. They must be compensated 
adequately, they must have their homes built 
elsewhere by the government, even the cattle must 
be moved – everything has to be taken care of by the 
government.”





HWANGE

Hwange Residents Live In Fear As 
Underground Fires Rage (Part 1)
The heatwave has worsened the underground 
fire crisis in Hwange, and unassuming children 
are in danger.  

by Lethokuhle Nkomo | @The_CBNews

T he question of whether Hwange 
concession residential areas are safe from 

underground fires continue to boggle the minds 
of most community members in the mining town 
after there has been a series of accidents with 
Hwange children being burnt by underground 
coal fires.

which have been experienced in the past 
weeks. Children are now grounded from 
playing and mothers are afraid to lose sight 
of their children in fear that they can be 
injured.

The dangerous areas which are under one 
of the leading coal mining companies the 
Hwange Colliery Company are leaving 
Hwange children from number 2, 3 and 
part of the number 1 villages permanently 
injured by the underground fires yet no 
one is taking responsibility.

Lovemore Ncube, Ward 15 councillor 
blames the Hwange colliery company 
for what he says is negligence on the 

Fear of an invisible death trap.

Underground coal fires continue to grip the 
Hwange community following high temperatures 



coal dumpsite which is causing the fir
es.                                                                                                                                                                                                        

“The fires are becoming a menace 
to the community of Hwange, 
especially in number 3 which is in 
my ward, any coal dump is a danger. 
The temperatures in Hwange are too 
high which in turn can ignite the fires 
underneath dumps.”
Lovemore Ncube, Ward 15 councillor                                                                                                                                   

“These problems can be avoided; the company 
should improve the supply of water so that the 
residents desist from going to the dumpsite 
for toilets. The water comes only for a few 
hours and that is why residents especially 
children go to the bush. The colliery should 
at least provide water two times or more a 
day, another option is to give us tankers with 
water,” he says.

Although there have been awareness 
campaigns from the Hwange Colliery 
Company where residents especially children 
are advised about the fires, the concession 
areas continue to be a danger zone.

“We have been doing some awareness 
campaigns in schools, churches and 
community gatherings where we are advising 
learners to desist from using the dump coal 
sites as toilets,” says Councillor Ncube.

The hot black ground is soft and it breaks 
open if one puts on some weight to the 
ground. Children are mostly victims of the 
underground coal fires because they are 
unaware of their existence. Recently an eight-
year-old Makwika village girl was rushed to 
Mpilo Hospital after she was burnt while 
relieving herself in the coal dumpsite.

Meanwhile, the Greater Whange Resident 
Trust Coordinator Fidelis Chima echoes 
similar sentiments saying the rate children 

are being burnt in Hwange is becoming 
worrisome.                                                                                                                                                                      

“The next solution to this problem 
is to relocate people living close to 
the underground fires as soon as 
possible.”
Fidelis Chima, Greater Whange Resident 
Trust Coordinator                                                  

“We are on a campaign on just transition as 
fossil fuels are detrimental to the earth, coal 
extraction seriously destroys the environment, 
emits carbon, causes health hazards and our 
major fear is that there are high chances of 
methane explosions from those underground 
fires,” says  Chima.

Meanwhile, farmers in Madumabisa a 
resettlement area surrounding the Hwange 
colliery concession are also counting their 
losses as the fires are killing their livestock.

“I have lost more than 5 goats and two cows 
to these fires, and when the livestock is burnt 
or agitated by these fires no one is willing to 
compensate my loss,” says Bernard Dube a 
farmer in Madumabisa.

Although the community of Hwange is 
blaming the Hwange Colliery Company for 
negligence, some climate scientists have 
blamed underground fires on the human-
induced effects of climate change. 

Human-caused global warming can increase 
extreme weather frequency and severity, 
for example, research shows that activities 
such as burning fossils fuels are unequivocal 
warming the planet. 

Environmentalist also says that if coal 
fires continue for a while they negatively 
affect the environment and release carbon 
into the environment which damages the 
environment. 





Underground Fires In Hwange, 
The Cost of Negligence (Part 2)
This is a continuation of the dangers of coal 
fires in Hwange, in this piece, Sebata shows the 
practical dangers and raises the question of 
who should take responsibility, and how? 

by Lizwe Sebata | @The_CBNews

O n November 8, 2020, Alisha Muzvite left 
her homestead to relieve herself in the 

bushes, a day that turned tragic. A small hill made 
of rubble from an old dump mine in Hwange that 
the 8-year old climbed collapsed, swallowing her 
to waist level.

Below the earth’s surface, there was an 
underground coal fire spot.

The minor suffered serious burns and had to be 
transferred to Bulawayo’s Mpilo Central Hospital 
for medical attention. The incident happened 
at Hwange’s Makwikwa village, where there are 
unclaimed coal pits left by mining companies.

This is not an isolated incident.

A number of victims have 
been left handicapped by the 

underground coal fires in 
Hwange’s coal-mining town. 

Instead of celebrating the 
underground riches, residents in 
Hwange are cursing the presence 
of tonnes of untapped resources 

in the district.

“The underground fires in Hwange, in 
particular under the jurisdiction of the 
Hwange Colliery Company (HCC), is a cause 
of concern. We are seeing so many people 
getting burnt and it looks like there is no 
solution in sight,” says Greater Hwange 
Residents Trust co-ordinator Fidelis 
Chuma.



“What is even worrisome is that members 
of the public do not have access to reports 
that HCC would have compiled with regards 
the number of people getting burnt, and the 
causes of fire.”

A study titled: Geomorphology of Coal Seam 
Fires says coal fires occur in underground 
natural coal seams, in exposed surface seams, 
and in coal storage or waste piles.

The fires ignite through spontaneous 
combustion or natural or anthropogenic 
causes. Surface collapse in coal fire areas is 
common. Coal fires are seen as significantly 
affecting the evolution of the landscape.

Farai Maguwu says the environmentalist 
research organisation he leads, the Centre 
for Natural Resource Governance (CNRG), 
is documenting several cases of villagers, 
in particular children, being burnt by 
underground coal fires.

“The cases we recorded and brought up during 
CNRG workshops in Hwange. After learning 
about the environmental effects of mining, 
some mothers would invite CNRG teams to 
their homes to see their injured children,” 
Maguwu says. “This indicates a far much bigger 
problem given that our workshops target a 
very small group of residents.”

“A thorough investigation will most likely lead 
to other cases. If there is awareness-raising 
by the government and Hwange Colliery 
Company Limited coupled with practical 
help to the victims and their families, more 
cases will be identified.”

Simba Mulezu, then 10 years old, was 
permanently handicapped after falling into 
the raging Hwange underground fires in 2016.

Simba was driving away cattle from his 
mother’s field when the ground gave in under 
his feet, sinking his body into the burning coal 
underground.

The underground fires left the now 16-year-old 
Simba with deformed limbs, rendering him 
incapacitated and severely psychologically 
affected.

Simba still suffers from the 
accident and can’t spend much 
time outdoors, as his skin still 

won’t endure the region’s severe 
weather conditions.

Chuma says mining companies must be 
forced to compensate the victims.

“There have to be other punitive measures like 
even making the company pay a hefty amount 
of money, or in the worst-case scenario they 
should have their licences revoked,” Chuma 
argues.

“The mining companies should seal off 
those underground fires, erecting danger 
warning signs and putting barricades around 
dangerous places.”

Maguwu is in agreement but says hefty fines 
are not enough without policy interventions.

“The children are permanently disabled 
as a consequence of a mining activity that 
produces profits…But this is made possible 
due to policy gaps. The law must raise the 
cost of negligence and ensure victims are 
adequately and fairly compensated,” Maguwu 
notes.

“The companies must take care of medical 
bills and ensure victims get the best possible 
medical care. It must also be made clear 
that paying medical bills is different from 
compensation.”

Mines minister Winston Chitando did not 
respond to questions sent by The Citizen 
Bulletin.



Kamativi: Agriculture Inputs 
or Mining Capital?

by Calvin Manika | @The_CBNews

Under the scheme, each 
communal farmer gets 50 kgs 
of compound D fertilizer, 10 kgs 
of Pannar (413) seed and 2 kgs of 
groundnuts seed. The scheme 
seeks to ensure food security 
among households.

But not every resident in 
Kamativi is rejoicing after 
receiving the inputs. For many, 
the inputs are a waste of 
resources. Instead, a majority 

of residents opine that they 
should have been given capital to 
resume the tailings operation in 
Lithium at the defunct Kamativi 
mine.

The Kamativi tailings storage 
facility is a man-made deposit 
created from dumps produced 
from the processing of tin 
mineralisation at the Kamativi 
mine. 

From metallurgical research, the 
tailings have many deposits of 
Lithium and tantalite, which if 
the community is given capital 
and technical support by the 
government it can improve the 
lives of many in Kamativi.

Erick Gumbo says he 
appreciates the efforts by the 
government but quickly notes 
that the region has poor soils.

  “
This place is 

not suitable for 
agriculture. It has 
been proven for 

years that agriculture 
cannot sustain 

us. Our hope is in 

K amativi residents under 
Hwange Rural District 

Council Ward 11 have begun 
receiving the free Pfumvudza/
Intwasa agricultural inputs.

Residents of Kamativi are not impressed by the free Pfumvudza/Intwasa agricultural 
inputs distributed by the government, for them farming is a lost cause in their area, 
and the government should know better. 



mining, of course not 
tin, but other related 

minerals available 
at the mine with 

markets locally and 
internationally. That 

is what we need.
Erick Gumbo, a resident

 ”
Most areas of Kamativi are 
mountainous and rocky.

This gives residents a torrid 
time in farming let alone to 
meet the conditions of the 
laborious climate proofed 
farming or Pfumvudza/Intwasa 
which requires the digging of 
holes. 

For several years, Kamativi 
residents have recorded poor 
harvest despite good rains as 
the area has poor soils coupled 
with a mountainous landscape. 
The residents want a capital 
injection to migrate from 
agriculture to mining,

Pfumbudza, a government 
initiative that started last 
year is aimed at increasing 
farmers’ resilience and ensuring 
food self-sufficiency for the 
people. The government says 
the project will address the 
problems of low levels of 
productivity and production, 
making the country’s farmers 
and households more resilient 
to climate shocks.

Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Lands, Agriculture, 
Water and Rural Resettlement, 

John Basera describes Pfumvudza 
as a new season of increased 
productivity.

“It is a season of producing more 
on less land and with fewer 
resources; a season of climate-
proofing our agriculture through 
the adoption of Conservation 
Agriculture,” says Basera.

But Gideon Tshuma sees 
Pfumbudza as labour intensive 
and a waste of time in Kamativi.

   “
The government 

must use statistics 
and research, not 

assumptions.
Gideon Tshuma

  ”
“There are areas where 
agriculture is not sustainable like 
Kamativi. The economy of our 
community can only improve 
with what we have already. 
The resuscitation of the mine, 
research proved that there are 
some meaningful minerals at the 
once tin mine like Lithium.”

In 1985, the world tin market 
collapsed. The International 
Tin Council crumpled and tin 
stocks fell through the floor. Tin 
mines closed shop, from Asia 
to Kamativi in the arid corner 
of Matabeleland North. Decades 
have gone by without meaningful 
development in Kamativi. 

This is a sad situation given 
that Kamativi Mine has close 
to 40 million tonnes of open 
cast tin reserves considered 
among the biggest in the 
world. In the 1990s, Kamativi 
Tin Mine employed over 3 
000 people. 

Since 2015, many investors 
have shown interest in a 
renewed hope for the revival 
of the mine. But nothing has 
materialised.

The mine’s former workers 
through their Kamativi 
Early Settlers Development 
Organisation want to 
establish a  small-scale 
mining syndicate to operate 
at the defunct mine. 

“Right now, we are not doing 
well in agriculture, we just do 
it because there is nothing of 
commercial value to do in this 
area except to run a grocery 
store,” Thomas Gumba, one 
of the former workers says.

“But if Zimbabwe Mining 
Development Corporation 
can incorporate us and lease 
us technical support for two 
to three years, we will run the 
lithium project on our own.”

According to a statement by 
Jimbata Consultancy, drilling 
results at the Kamativi lithium 
project indicates that the 
resource is commercially 
viable. Lithium is used in the 
manufacture of batteries, some 
of which are used by Tesla.

Some of the lithium projects 
in Zimbabwe include Prospect 
Resources, which has raised $55 
million on the Australian Stock 
Exchange (ASX) to develop its 
Arcadia mine near Harare.



Government is set to deal with any bottlenecks 
in the business environment to ensure the 
private sector operates effectively in a bid to 
turnaround the economy.

Officially opening the buy Zimbabwe-Buy 
local summit in Harare yesterday, the VP 
of Zimbabwe said the government was 
implementing ease of doing business reforms, 
which seek to improve the business operating 
environment to positively impact on the 
country’s global competitiveness.

Gvt To Address 
Business 
Constraints

Gvt Urged To 
Accelerate 
Marriages Bill
To aid the fight against Gender Based Violence 
(GBV), the Women’s Coalition of Zimbabwe 
(WCoZ) has urged the government to speed 
up the process of completing the marriage bill 
urgently so as to end the scourge. The event 
coincided with the 16 days of activism against 
GBV that is observed every year in December 
throughout the world and it was supported 
by UN Women under the spotlight initiative.

Panic As 
Omicron Variant 
Cases Spike
There is a panic in the country after several 
institutions were closed down following 
an outbreak of COVID-19. Some of those 
institutions include the Parliament, courts, 
schools and non-governmental organizations.

Zimbabwe has recorded 4 996 cases on 
Wednesday – the highest number in a single 
day – up from 4 031 the previous day, while the 
number of fatalities rose to five from three 
in 24 hours as the fourth wave appears to be 
taking hold ahead of the festive season.

Government has strengthened adherence to 
COVID-19 standard mitigation procedures in 
learning institutions following reports that 
over 100 schools countrywide have been hit 
by new infections. Although lessons have 
been disrupted in some schools, the writing 
of public examinations has not been affected 
in the country,

The Ministry of Primary and Secondary 
Education  has increased collaboration with 
the health portfolio, which has seen affected 
learners receiving psycho-social support to 
ensure that the pandemic does not affect 
their performance.

COVID-19 Hits 
100+ Schools





Violence Against Women: What 
Role Can The Artists And The 
Arts Play To End The Scourge? 
How can artists help in transforming harmful social norms and help in empowering women 
and girls? It is time to realise that the problem of GBV is not selective, we are all in it 
together, whether we like it not.

by Thabani H. Moyo | @thabanih

T he United Nations is 
marking the 16 Days of 

Activism against Gender-based 
Violence from November 25 
to 10 December 2021 under 
the global theme “Orange the 
World: End Violence Against 
Women Now!” In the past years 
numbers of abused women 
have risen due to the COVID 19 
pandemic. It is even worse in our 
communities due to economic 
challenges being faced by the 
country. UN estimates that 2 in 

within our communities has 
a direct and indirect impact 
on all of us. So it is imperative 
that artists be active during the 
16 days of activism and take a 
leading role in the fight.     

In the past creativity has been 
restricted to the arts and the 
artists. However, the arts in the 
21st century must be applied 
across the full spectrum of 
human problem-solving. If 
we accept that the arts are 

3 women face violence in their 
lifetime. 

Gender-based violence can and 
must be prevented. How can 
artists through their works help 
in stopping this violence? How 
can artists help in transforming 
harmful social norms and 
help in empowering women 
and girls? It is time to realise 
that the problem of GBV is 
not selective, we are all in it 
together, whether we like it 
not. The violence that happens 



central to the well-being of our 
communities then we have a 
responsibility to be engaged 
in broader agendas – civic 
leadership and fighting GBV 
must be one of them. 

Different forms of 
social oppression 

permeate our 
everyday lives and 
require ongoing 

effort to challenge 
and resist. Abused 
women and girls 

experience multiple 
forms of social 

oppression which have 
accumulated over time. 

They turn to internalise abuse 
and this contributes to feelings 
of powerlessness and futility. 
Artists should know that 
engaging this constituency is 
a process of active resistance 
that cannot be imposed but 
requires ongoing collaboration 
with them. Participatory action 
is required, active involvement 
of the participants in a 
process of personal and social 
transformation is important so 
that they gain trust. Through 
individual and collective action 
the participants can reassess 
their worlds and consider new 
ways of challenging various 
forms of gender-based violence.

The arts have played an 
important role in both 
discouraging and facilitating 
social action and change. 
Arts can be characterised as 
aesthetic. Arts as an aesthetic 
can be concerned with 
increasing awareness. It can 
draw attention to issues that are 

their capacities and their views 
of the world. Whereas repetitive 
routine activities can narrow 
our horizons, participation in 
creative activities can open up 
new opportunities and proffer 
solutions and be a channel for 
a new beginning. Artists should 
engage in these programs as 
a way of giving back to the 
community. 

As artists engage communities 
in their activities to fight gender-
based violence it is important 
that they put emphasis on their 
methodologies as these have 
an effect on their outcomes. 
A methodology that puts the 
community as observers or 
consumers only may not yield 
results. Some of the activities 
that artists can come up with 
are workshops, open invitations 
to talk shows around issues 
of GBV, open discussions, 
performances and sharing of 
stories. 

Art is a powerful tool that can 
be used to bring communities 
together to fight against evils. 
In the process, it helps people 
to connect with those that can 
assist them. It can help to create 
support systems for victims 
of gender-based violence. It is 
time to seriously fight against 
the scourge. 

often ignored. It can encourage 
a reassessment of the “normal”. 
The arts can challenge people 
to think differently, engage 
in different behavioural 
experiences and experience 
different emotions and this is 
the reason why during 16 days 
of activism and beyond artists 
should come up with programs 
targeted at fighting the cancer. 

Different forms of art can 
involve people emotionally. 
As such, they can be both a 
source of personal satisfaction 
as well as a catalyst for 
social action. People can be 
involved to varying degrees 
in the arts from observers 
through to active participants. 
Artists must involve people 
in their work – the success of 
an artwork is bound up with 
its success in emotionally as 
well as cognitively engaging 
the audience. It is important 
therefore, that all artists draw 
people to their works that fight 
GBV. 

Perpetrators and 
survivors of GBV can 

be involved in the 
process of art-making 

as a means of collective 
story-making and 

the discovery of new 
strengths and abilities. 
It can promote a sense 
of shared identity and 

a way of developing 
a shared history and 

shared solutions. 

The arts are not the solution 
but rather a means to the 
solution. It encourages the 
participants to reflect upon 



by Vusindlu Maphosa | @The_CBNews

NKAYI: We Want Devolution 
of Power Not Devolution of 
Money

Q uestions are being raised as to whether the 
devolution concept being implemented 

by the government through only disbursement 
of funds to local authorities is the one which 
people overwhelmingly contributed to during the 
constitution making process or not.years.

$12 million devolution funds distributed to Nkayi have ignited a heated conversation 
on attempts by the government to devolve outside the parameters of the law. 

During the meeting Moyo revealed that Nkayi 
district had been given $12 million devolution 
funds through the Nkayi Rural District Council 
for development projects. 

The community members asked the minister 
who decides projects to be implemented 
under devolution, whether some districts are 
given more money than others and if he had 
been satisfied with how the devolution projects 
are being implemented across the country and 
particularly in Nkayi.

On November 6 this year, Local Government Minister 
July Moyo at the invitation by Nkayi North legislator 
Sithembiso Nyoni visited the Nkayi district where 
representatives of the Nkayi Community Parliament 
comprising Arthur Moyo, Richard Majwabu and 
Cosmas Kudzanai took the opportunity to meet 
and question him on the concept of devolution and 
devolution funds.



of the devolution projects. 

Ministry’s staffers have since been directed to 
conduct a systems audit and capacitate the 
local authority.

During the same interface, Nyoni told the 
minister that she was concerned with the 
poor state of schools’ infrastructure at Nkayi in 
general and in her Constituency in particular. 

Mkhalathi Primary School is one of the schools in Nkayi 
which had their roofs blown away by strong winds in 

October.

“I started the construction of 12 schools in 
my constituency using the Constituency 
Development Fund which are at various levels. 
Cabinet directed that devolution funds be 
channelled towards rehabilitating existing 
school infrastructure and also finishing schools 
at various levels,” Nyoni says.

She says schools in the district are set to 
benefit from this cabinet directive and the 
district would convene a meeting in January 
2022 to review and map the way forward on 
this decision.

However, following the discussion, the Nkayi 
Community Parliament representatives who 
attended the meeting made feedback to the 
group amid outrage over how the government 
is implementing devolution.

Nkosilathi Ncube of Dlawa village says 
devolution of power brought through the 
backdoor will never work.  

     “
Nkayi was recently given 
$12 million devolution 

funds. The districts 
decide and implement 

their own projects 
without any interference 

from central government.
Minister Moyo, responding to the questions

 ”
He further says indeed some districts are allocated 
more funds than others as an indexing system is used 
whereby districts with more infrastructural deficit 
and high poverty levels are allocated more money. 

He says in Matabeleland North Nkayi had the second 
highest allocation with the first one being Binga. 

On whether he was satisfied with the way devolution 
was being implemented in the country in general and 
in Nkayi in particular, Minister Moyo says, “If I were 
satisfied I wouldn’t have been here.”

He has expressed displeasure with the slow 
implementation of the projects in Nkayi which he says 
is taking time to utilize funds adding that currently, 
the district has $12 million deposited in its account. 

Minister Moyo has said there is evidence of a lack 
of monitoring and supervision of the devolution 
projects but notes that he understands that the 
Council Chairman (Jameson Mnethwa) and the 
Chief Executive Officer (Lawrence Mudimba) have 
challenges in terms of institutional and human capital 
which militate against the effective implementation 



     “
We need to distinguish 
between devolution of 
power which is in the 

national constitution and 
devolution of funds which 
is a mere social concept 

without any legal bearing. 
Our bedrock should be 
devolution of power to 

local authorities.
Nkosilathi Ncube

”
“In the case of Nkayi District, we should ask the 
question: To whom has power been devolved? If 
funds for development are brought to Nkayi, have 
those funds suddenly been given the newest nice 
name of devolution funds?”

Ncube says by any standards the government is not 
genuine by even the smallest measurement and it 
should be serious with devolution. 

A villager and human rights activist, Effie Ncube says 
there is yet to be devolution of power in Zimbabwe. 

“You can’t devolve to an unelected District 
Development Coordinator and call that devolution. 
You cannot send money to an RDC account and call 
that devolution. We need a clear law first and then 
the money will follow that law,” Ncube says.

“Devolving outside the law raises very serious 
accountability and transparency issues. This 
community Parliament must be on its best 
guard. I hope in future our government will 
take us serious. We need power in the hands 
of people first before the money. I hope our 
MPs and senator will go to Parliament and 
propose that we need devolution of power not 
devolution of money.”

A villager and local educationist Anastasia 
Moyo says: “We need implementation of 
Chapter 14 of our constitution. They are 
committing crimes, these people. They just 
want to confuse men and women particularly 
in rural areas.”

Another villager, Fred Sikhosana says the 
government should be serious with devolution 
than just disbursing money, claiming its 
devolution.



In Nkayi, Pregnant Women 
Deliver In The Dark
The utmost care needed during delivery has been compromised by incessant power 
cuts at Nkayi, for pregnant women, the consequences could be dire. 

by Nokuthaba Dlamini | @The_CBNews

L ilian Mdlongwa, 19, a first-time mother from 
Manomano village, recalls how she almost 

lost her baby when she went into labour at Nkayi 
district hospital a month ago, when there was 
complete shutdown of electricity at the whole 
hospital as part of load shedding.

    “
It was dark because the small 

light had been put at the center 
for them to share, and even that 

lady had a similar tale as they 
almost stitched her cuts while 

the cotton wool was inside.
Lilian Mdlongwa, 19-year-old first-time mother

                                      ”

“The nurses had only a small rechargeable light that 
they used to deliver my son and that of another 
expecting mother that I went into labor with,” 
Mdlongwa narrates.

“It was tough, and when I had just delivered, the 
nurse who stitched me noticed that she had almost 
left a cotton wool inside me.”



When The Citizen Bulletin visited the hospital a 
fortnight ago, the whole hospital was in complete 
electricity blackout and none of the administration, 
theatre and X-ray duties among other day to day 
programs of the hospitals were being conducted.

Patients that had come for X-ray examinations, 
for instance, were being told to go back to their 
homes, or wait until electricity was restored.

But, even for those that waited for up to eight 
hours, their examination could not be completed 
as electricity was restored and immediately cut 
off ten minutes later with the darkness extending 
throughout the night.

In September the country’s electricity provider, 
Zimbabwe Electricity Transmission and 
Distribution Company (ZETCDC) implemented 
countrywide 12-hour load shedding due to power 
generation issues at Hwange coal powered station.

According to the District Medical Officer Thabani 
Moyo, the problem of electricity the hospital is 
experiencing started about two months ago, and 
has seen many expecting or just delivered mothers 
struggling to nurse their babies successfully, 
especially at night.

“The challenge, especially to patients and nursing 
staff, is largely felt at night,” Moyo notes.

      “
We have tried to purchase 

four small lights, but we 
can only give them one per 
ward, and that light is only 
used by the nurses on duty, 

so patients struggle a lot 
during this time.

Thabani Moyo, District Medical Officer

      ”
Mdlongwa says during the week she was in 
hospital following delivery, she relied on her 
neighbour’s phone torch to change her newly 
born nappies, clean the umbilical cord or 
comfort her wailing baby.

“We breastfed in the dark,” she adds. “The light 
that the nurses use services everyone and during 
that time there were over ten of us in the ward 
and the same light was also being used to assist 
in the labour section, so its use was based on 
emergencies.”

Moyo says they have tried to rope in the ZETCDC 
officials from the district without any fruitful 
outcomes.

He says the feedback that they get is that the 
hospital is equipped with a solar system, but it 
also has some issues despite it being only two 
years old.

“We have a solar system that covers the maternity 
labour wards, post-natal ward, theatre, mortuary 
and the pharmacy but even so, we have a challenge 
with that solar system because it doesn’t pull and 
the batteries are always too low such that we fail 
to even use them.”

Provincial medical director Admire Kuretu says 
the Nkayi solar system has not been connected 
to the whole hospital and is only meant to cover 
critical areas like maternity and theatre and the 
health ministry’s head office is aware of the Nkayi 
situation..

“The solar system works, the problem is that the 
installation is not complete and it covers a small 
part of the hospital,” Kuretu says.

He adds that they have been pushing the head 
office to connect the other departments like 
the wards, the mortuary health information, the 
administration block and the X-ray department.







In Mat’ North, Harsh Economy 
Fuels Human Trafficking 
Unknowingly many young girls and boys in 
Matabeleland North are victims of trafficking, 
sometimes at the hands of close relatives. 
The desire to make a living has made many 
susceptible to abuse. 

by Lethokuhle Nkomo | @The_CBNews

A t the age of 15 with no Identity card yet, 
Lugwasyo is now working as a housemaid 

in Baobab North residential area, one of the Low-
density suburbs in Hwange town. 

She left Siabuwa, her rural home in Binga district 
after finishing her grade 7 examinations. She 
ended up working in Hwange town, but her initial 
plan was to work in Bulawayo for a while and then 
proceed to South Africa where she was promised 
a better salary in South African Rands.

“I ended up settling for Hwange because the 
contact who was helping me to secure a job was 
no longer helpful instead, I was forced to settle for 
Hwange because I had no money to go back home 
to my family in Binga.” 

    “
I work every day and I 

earn 30 USD every month. 
I am trying to save money 
so that I go back home to 
my family in December, 
if I just raise the money I 
will just go home to my 

family.
Lugwasyo, 15-year-old victim of child labour 
and human trafficking

      ”



The United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime 
defines human trafficking as the recruitment, 
transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt 
of people through force, fraud or deception, to 
exploit them for profit. Men, women and children 
of all ages and from all backgrounds can become 
victims of this crime, which occurs in every region 
of the world. 

Lugwasyo’s situation is faced by many young girls in 
Hwange. The economic situation has led to many 
underage girls being trafficked and leaving them 
with no choice but to be victims of cheap labour.

The government has maintained mixed anti-
trafficking law enforcement efforts. Zimbabwean 
law criminalizes some forms of trafficking such as 
sex trafficking and labour trafficking inconsistently 
with international law. The 2015 Trafficking in 
persons Act defined trafficking in persons as 
movement-based crime and did not adequately 
define exploitation or cheap labour.

According to statistics from the Zimbabwe Traffic 
In-Person National Plan and Action (NAPLAC) 
children aged between 9-14 years work as nannies, 
housemaids and gardeners in urban areas and 
mining communities.

Some employers force children to work 
withholding wages, denying them access to school 
and subjecting them to Gender-Based Violence 
(GBV).

Meanwhile, Calvin Manika a Hwange based 
Children’s rights activists under Bancane Trust 
says traffickers use false promises of legitimate 
employment opportunities including thorough 
social media messaging.

He says child human trafficking has been rampant 
in Hwange, Lupane and Victoria Falls. These are 
the few urban areas in the province as they offer 
better opportunities and most of these children 
trafficked are usually coming from Binga and Nkayi 
districts.

“
From our recent analysis, 

we noted that many 
areas in Matabeleland 
North have poor rural 

setups and many 
children are out of 

school due to various 
issues chief among them 

being poverty.
Calvin Manika, Children’s rights activists

”
“Such challenges have become a breeding 
ground for human trafficking from the rural 
to urban. It’s not just a form of migration 
but there is more. There are lured to be 
housemaids. Major culprits have been 
relatives who connect the village girls to their 
new stations at a lower salary per month.” 

Zimbabwe is a source, transit and destination 
country for trafficking in persons yet the 
prevalence of different forms of human 
trafficking in the country is unknown and 
its conviction rates and victim identification 
pattern remain a cause for concern.

The steady deterioration of the country’s 
economic status continues to cause 
concern and unrest among its citizens. 
This uncertainty prompts people to look 
for employment opportunities in other 
countries and towns resulting in an increased 
potential for innocent lives to become 
victims of trafficking.





by Georgina Soko | @The_CBNews

Mat North Women With 
Disabilities at Double Risk of 
GBV

treatment over using 
traditional herbs for 

fear it might expose the 
abuse. 

Emily’s heartbreaking story is an example 
of many similar testimonies of persons with 
disabilities in Hwange and Binga.

Making up an estimated 10 per cent of 
Zimbabwe’s national population according 
to ZIMSTAT 2019 census, persons with 
disabilities seemingly remain an invisible and 
excluded group across all levels of society. 

It is also widely acknowledged that women 
with disabilities are at a heightened risk 
of sexual violence and twice as likely to 
experience domestic violence.

Further evidence indicates that women with 
disabilities are four times more likely to suffer 
sexual violence as well as at risk of intimate 
partner violence than their able-bodied 
counterparts. Research has shown that 
generally women and girls will experience 
physical or sexual violence in their lifetimes.  

There are no official statistics on the total 
number and percentage of women with 
disabilities in Zimbabwe however, the 
Inter-Censal Survey by ZIMSTAT states that 
the proportion of males to females with 
disabilities is 56 and 44 per cent respectively. 

E mily trips and falls to the ground as she tries 
to escape her attacker; she fumbles into the 

air as if trying to grab something but she is just not 
strong enough. An order clothed in a cold threat 
booms as she recognizes the voice as belonging to 
her uncle. Everything around her is blurry as she 
retreats into a cocoon as he rapes her repeatedly. 
She knows in a moment it will all be over and her 
mind wanders off. 

Women with disabilities in the Matabeleland 
North province have more battles to fight in 
order to be free from gender-based violence. 

Emily (15) is not your typical ordinary teenager. 
She is visually impaired and is heavily dependent 
on adult members of her family to get around, 
something that increased her risk of sexual abuse 
and the subsequent cover-up that ensued. She has 
been subjected to sexual violence at the early age of 
11 by several members of her family. Her attempts 
to report the abuses to her mother were in vain as 
instead of taking action she was cowed into hiding 
them. 

At 14, she stopped reporting 
and along the way she 
contracted a sexually 
transmitted infection 

and was denied medical 



Although women with disabilities represent 56 
per cent of the female population there is too 
little attention given to them with the few studies 
devoted to disability and gender-based violence 
all highlighting the vulnerability of women and 
girls with disabilities to various forms of violence. 
Interestingly 80 per cent of women with disabilities 
living in rural areas are unable to meet their own 
needs and are heavily dependent on family and 
friends. 

According to a case study carried out by Disability 
Agenda Forum (DAF), a Matabeleland North focused 
disability rights organisation in Hwange and Binga 
districts, women and girls with disabilities are at a 
heightened risk of violence and remain excluded 
from basic services, such as education, health, work 
and social support.

                             “
Our field experience and 

research in Binga and 
Hwange districts have 
shown us that women 

and girls with disabilities 
in particular face double 
marginalization as they 

remain excluded from basic 
services, such as education, 

health, work and social 
support.

Octavia Phiri, DAF Director

       ”

“This development in turn heights their 
risk of exposure to gender-based violence 
and exploitation. Having the disability in 
the first place makes them vulnerable and 
their inability to fight back when attacked 
or violated. Our condition exposes us as 
women with disabilities to abuse as we are 
taken advantage of easily and that is what 
results in us being at double risk to GBV,” 
says Phiri. 

She says myths, culture, stigma and 
discrimination were fueling the risks of 
women falling victim to different forms of 
abuse resulting in underreporting.  

“Stigma, myths and cultural beliefs amongst 
other factors play a leading role in fueling 
GBV. You find women and girls with 
disabilities being sexually abused for ritual 
purposes as well as because of beliefs such 
as if one sleeps with a woman who has a 
disability you get rich or will be cured of a 
disease or curse.” 

Phiri adds that most of them don’t report 
because they fail to get services due to being 
shunned by service providers as there is a lot 
of stigma and discrimination when it comes 
to disability. So most cases go unreported 
and when they are reported, are taken for 
granted.

She says oftentimes perpetrators are family 
members on whom the woman or girl 
depends on which led to cases being covered 
up and the abuse continues unabated.  

Phiri has called for disability inclusion in 
the fight to end GBV arguing that it is part 
of the interventions that can fight stigma and 
discrimination.

Anna Mandizha-Ncube, director of Buwalo 
Matiliko Trust (BMT), a Hwange based human 
rights organisation says access to services 
such as the police station or health facility 
is one of the factors that make women and 
girls with disabilities experience a higher 
degree of vulnerability to GBV. 



“You want to talk about issues to do with reliable 
transport, access to the road network, access to 
health facilities that accommodate people living 
with disabilities as they come into the health facility 
or police station. A very good example is if you go 
to Hwange police station there are a flight of stairs 
as you get into the charge office. Now a woman 
with a disability is unable to negotiate entry into 
the charge office for them to place their report, it 
then becomes cumbersome and a hindrance.”

Lack of wheelchair ramps deter women with disabilities access 
to crucial services such as reporting abuse. Image by Unsplash

She blames the justice delivery system for failing 
survivors of GBV as most cases fail to see the light 
of day as a result of poor investigations. This she 
says also contributed to the low reporting of GBV 
cases amongst the special group.

“Yes, a certain number is reported but what 
happens after the report is what is very key, there is 
a lot of gender injustice within the delivery system. 
Sometimes a report is made informally and 
when it comes to investigations where a survivor 
has to assist police like making statements it will 
continuously need one to be present at the station 
and sometimes this is not so feasible for women 
living disabilities.”

Human rights activists agree that the COVID-19 
pandemic and lockdown have had a very serious 
negative impact on women especially women with 
disabilities as they were locked down together 
with their perpetrators with no way of reprieve 
as imposed restrictions stifled reporting of these 
abuses. Accessing services such as a police station 
or health centre were made impossible as one 
had to have travel documents to pass through 
roadblocks. 

Matabeleland North Provincial Development 
Officer, Masauso Phiri says the government 
has several interventions in place to end 
GBV which included laws and programming.

“The Domestic Violence Act which 
criminalizes GBV is another intervention 
that the government has put in place to curb 
the scourge. The government, in partnership 
with organisations such as Leornard 
Cheshire, is implementing the “access to 
justice for disabled women and girls as well 
as the inclusive mainstreaming of gender 
and GBV. Disability-friendly programmes 
for women and girls living with disabilities 
through education and social welfare are 
also being implemented.”

He says limited access to opportunities 
such as education, decision making and 
productive assets coupled with biological 
make-up is exposing the special group to 
abuse and exploitation.




